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  Relatives of victims of the Martial Law era  speak at an event organized by the Transitional
Justice Commission in  Taipei yesterday.
  Photo: Lin Cheng-kung, Taipei Times   

The Transitional Justice Commission yesterday presented a sixth batch  of declassified Chinese
Nationalist Party (KMT) records at a forum in  Taipei, with the contents showing abuse of power
and violations of human  rights extending up until the year 2000.    

  

The batch contained 77,000 files, mainly records of citizens  targeted by the KMT, Commission
Chairwoman Yang Tsui (楊翠) said, adding  that most of them came from the archives of the
Taiwan Provincial Police  Division, the forerunner of the National Police Agency.

  

“This forum focusing on the secret surveillance of family members  of suspected political
dissidents and communist sympathizers during the  White Terror era shows that they monitored
the entire family, even  after the victim was executed or imprisoned,” Yang said.

  

Commission researcher Chen Yu-chi (陳昱齊) said  that the records indicated that the KMT
government had at most in one  year placed 15,000 citizens under constant surveillance, and
that figure  later decreased to about 8,000 to 7,000 in a year.

  

Besides the Taiwan Provincial Police Division, the other agencies  in KMT’s surveillance
network included the Taiwan Garrison Command, the  Ministry of Justice’s Investigation
Bureau, the Political Warfare  Bureau and the KMT Central Committee’s mainland China affairs 
department, Chen said.

  

The KMT’s surveillance network constantly monitored people  suspected of being political
dissidents or communist sympathizers up  until Chen Shui-bian (陳水扁) of the Democratic
Progressive Party was  elected president in 2000.
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The family of Chung Hao-tung (鍾浩東) attended the forum. Chung was a  high-school principal
who was arrested and tortured in 1949 on  suspicion of being a communist, and later sentenced
to death and  executed in October 1950.

  

Chung’s granddaughter, Chung Yin-chen (鍾吟真), said that almost all  of her family and their
friends were monitored by the KMT, as the list  of names took up three pages in the records and
even included a friend  who only visited her father a few times.

  

“My father’s elder brother began farming in a remote mountain  village, and they put him under
surveillance. The KMT’s state apparatus  clearly used huge resources ... to monitor suspected
political  dissidents,” she said. “Their methodology was to show no mercy, to kill  100 innocent
people in order not to miss one real guilty person.”

  

Huang Wen-gong (黃溫恭), a dentist in Kaohsiung’s Lujhu District  (路竹), was executed by firing
squad in May 1953 under direct orders from  then-president Chiang Kai-shek (蔣介石) because he
was suspected of being a  communist.

  

His oldest daughter, Huang Ling-lan (黃鈴蘭), said: “I recently saw  the declassified file on my
father and my family. It was quite a shock  to find that they had placed me under constant
surveillance after had I  reached the age of 18, and it had very detailed records on me.”

  

Huang Wen-gong’s second daughter, Huang Chun-lan (黃春蘭), said: “I  came to attend this forum,
and took the Taipei subway system which  passed by the Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall
Station, a monument  dedicated to an evil dictator. When will justice prevail? When will the 
government make changes to this memorial?”
  
  
  Source: Taipei Times - 2020/11/12
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